
Blood Oil And The Axis: Unveiling the Dark
Side of Global Petroleum Trade
When we think about oil, we often picture the gleaming petrol stations, the
sprawling pipelines, and the giant oil rigs dotting the horizon. But beyond this
shiny facade lies a much darker and controversial reality – the world of blood oil
trade. This article will delve into the depths of this grim underbelly of the global
petroleum industry and shed light on the sinister ties between blood oil and the
Axis powers.

What is Blood Oil?

Before we embark on our exploration of the Axis powers' involvement in the blood
oil trade, it's crucial to understand what blood oil actually refers to. Blood oil, also
known as conflict oil or black gold tainted with blood, is petroleum that comes
from regions plagued by conflict, human rights abuses, and corruption.

These conflict-ridden areas are often home to armed militias that control oil fields,
forcibly recruit workers, and exploit innocent civilians to fund their war efforts. The
revenue generated from the blood oil trade, estimated at several billion dollars
annually, provides these militias with the resources necessary to sustain their
activities and perpetuate violence.
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The Axis Powers' Role

The Axis powers, primarily referring to Germany, Italy, and Japan during World
War II, were in constant need of oil to fuel their war machine. However, their
access to traditional sources of petroleum was limited, which forced them to
explore alternative means of securing this vital resource. This search for oil
ultimately led them to blood oil.

German intelligence agencies, such as the Abwehr, actively sought connections
with warlords and armed groups in conflict-ridden regions to secure a steady
supply of blood oil. They exploited the chaotic conditions in these areas, striking
deals with local warlords who willingly traded oil for weapons, ammunition, and
military support.

The Japanese Empire, heavily reliant on oil to fuel its aggressive expansion in the
Pacific, was no different. It forged alliances with secretive criminal organizations,
such as the Green Gang in Shanghai, and the Black Dragon Society in
Manchuria, in order to gain control over oil fields tainted with blood.

Italy, although not as resource-hungry as its Axis counterparts, was nevertheless
involved in blood oil trade. The Italians formed partnerships with armed groups in
North Africa, primarily in Libya, where they tapped into the region's oil reserves to
sustain their military campaigns.
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The Consequences

The consequences of blood oil trade during World War II were devastating on
multiple levels. Not only did it perpetuate conflict and human rights abuses in
already vulnerable regions, but it also allowed the Axis powers to prolong their
aggression and expand their territorial ambitions.

The revenue generated from the blood oil trade directly funded the Axis war
machine, enabling them to wage war on a global scale. This prolonged the
suffering of millions of war victims and prolonged the conflict itself. Additionally,
the illicit partnerships formed between the Axis powers and armed groups created
a breeding ground for more corruption and violence.

Legacy and Lessons Learned

The blood oil trade during World War II serves as a harsh reminder of the dark
side of the global petroleum industry. It highlights the consequences of relying on
a resource obtained through bloodshed and exploitation. This dark chapter in
history reveals the urgent need for transparent and ethical practices within the oil
trade to ensure that such atrocities are never repeated.

As consumers, we hold the power to demand accountability from oil companies
and advocate for more sustainable and responsible sourcing practices. By
supporting initiatives such as the Kimberley Process for diamonds or the
Fairtrade movement, we can push for an oil industry that respects human rights,
safeguards local communities, and contributes positively to global peace and
stability.

The blood oil trade and its ties to the Axis powers expose the deeply disturbing
aspects of the global petroleum industry. By shedding light on this dark history,
we can work towards preventing the repetition of such atrocities in the future and



strive for a petroleum trade that prioritizes ethics and sustainability. Let us
remember the lessons learned and use them as a catalyst for positive change in
the world's relentless quest for oil.
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Spring 1941 was a high point for the Axis war machine. Western Europe was
conquered; southeastern Europe was falling, Great Britain on its heels; and
Rommel’s Afrika Korps was freshly arrived to drive on the all-important Suez
Canal. In Blood, Oil and the Axis, historian John Broich tells the story of Iraq and
the Levant during this most pivotal time of the war. The browbeaten Allied forces
had one last remaining hope for turning the war in their favor: the Axis running
through its fuel supply. But when the Golden Square—four Iraqi generals allegiant
to the Axis cause—staged a coup in Iraq, elevating a pro-German junta and
prompting military cooperation between Vichy French–occupied Syria and
Lebanon and the Axis, disaster loomed. Blood, Oil and the Axis follows those who
participated in the Allies’ frantic, improvised, and unlikely response to this dire
threat: Palestinian and Jordanian Arabs, Australians, American and British
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soldiers, Free French Foreign Legionnaires, and Jewish Palestinians, all who
shared a desperate, bloody purpose in quashing the formation of an Axis state in
the Middle East. Memorable figures of this makeshift alliance include Jack Hasey,
a young American who ran off to fight with the Free French Foreign Legion before
his own country entered the war; Freya Stark, a famous travel-writer-turned-
government-agent; and even Roald Dahl, a twenty-three-year-old Royal Air Force
recruit (and future author of beloved children’s books). Taking the reader on a
tour of cities and landscapes grimly familiar to today’s reader—from a bombed-
out Fallujah, to Baghdad, to Damascus—Blood, Oil and the Axis is poised to
become the definitive chronicle of the Axis’s menacing play for Iraq and the
Levant in 1941 and the extraordinary alliance that confronted it.
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